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Scénario  

‘Sunday 

Shopping’ 

 

 

B1- comprendre un documentaire lié à un aspect civilisationnel 

B2- comprendre les arguments et les divergences de ponts de vue 

 

 

Tick the right answer : 

The report is about Sunday in □ France □ Spain  □ Lens 
 
The journalist mentions cultural references in:  
□ sciences □ music □ literature □ sculpting □ painting □ photography 
 
What is the asset of ‘conviviality’ given in the report: 
□ when you can eat a good meal in a restaurant 
□ when three generations can gather around the same table 
□ when you meet your relatives 
 
Choose the right word: 
In fact in one pole/ pool, nearly 9/10 out of 9/10 people said the seventh/ several day of the week is 

fundamental for family sporting/ spotting, cultural/ spiritual and cultural/ spiritual life 

 

Find the missing words: 

According to the same survey …………..of the French now say they’d rather go 

……………….on………………if they ………………………and to some …………………………they cannot […] and 

those exceptions have ……………………over the years. 

 

The video deals with: 

□ restrictions on Sunday shopping laws 

□ the possibility of more Sunday shop openings 

□ a study about a new law concerning Sunday work  

 

Whose opinion is it? 

Sunday shopping could boost the economy: □ the government’s  □ the journalist’s   
It could boost tourism spending:  □ the government’s   □ the journalist’s   
They are against working on Sundays:  □ the majority □ the minority 
They are for working if it means extra income:  □ the majority □ the minority 
 
What does the proposed law says? 
Workers can/ cannot be required to work on Sundays and can/can’t be discriminated against if they 
refuse 
 
Why do some conservatives disagree? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Which areas will be concerned by Sunday opening? 
□ 3 commercial zones in tourist areas and no town or village 

□ 500 in commercial free zones and few towns and villages for tourists 
□ commercial zones in 3 major cities and 500 tourist towns and villages  
 
 
 
Complete with the right word: 

Still those here you …………….. questions of how people use ……………… say that is a 

……………… trend that can be …………….. but not …………….., and a trend that will always have 

a ………………………….. (2 words) to it. 

 

  


